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Your life is always moving in the direction of your thoughts.

Romans 12:2, “Don’t copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God
transform you into a new person by changing the way you think….” NLT

Recap

1. Replace lies with truth.

2. Rewire your brain.

Identifying negative neural pathways that create mental ruts in your brain.  Use
God’s Word to create godly mental ruts.

3. Learn how to Reframe Your Thoughts….

Too often we incorrectly interpret the things that happen to us.

There’s an actual name for this...cognitive bias.

Cognitive biases distorts your thinking, influences your beliefs, and directs your
decisions you make about life and other people.

Cognitive bias happens because life is busy and you do not have time to
adequately analyze every detail and event.

So we take mental shortcuts which can lead to cognitive bias…..for
example…..

Confirmation Bias -

This is a bias where we only pay attention to information that confirms what you
already think.

You choose to only expose yourself to information that supports your
viewpoint.



Problem is it can make you ridgid, refusing to listen to the other
viewpoints.

Anchoring Bias - Where we tend to be overly influenced by the first piece of
information we hear.

Parenting, first kid tells you something, what??? But
then talk to the other kid...there is suddenly another side to the story.

Pessimistic Bias -  Your team is behind and time is running out of the game, you
say, “They’re going to lose...they always do!” Truth is, your team does not always
lose….this is pessimistic bias...

Problem is you also apply it to other areas of your life outside of sports.

The boss mentioned she needed to talk to you this afternoon. You are sure
it’s bad news and you say to yourself, “This always happens to me.”

Instead of thinking you are going to get an accommodation for all of the
hard work you have been doing.

You go through the drive thru...you get your food, open the bag a mile down
the road and no napkins or a straw… “What’s their problem, they always forget
something.”  Truth is they get your order right a lot of the time.

Disapproval Bias - You can have a cognitive bias of thinking you are not good
enough...as a result...you are always trying to prove yourself to everyone.

Victim Bias - You can have a cognitive bias of thinking everyone is out to get you
as a result...you live life with a chip on your shoulder.

Judgmental Bias - You can have a cognitive bias of judging someone based on
how they look...as a result you categorize people without getting to know them.

If you have a cognitive bias….and most of us do...You are actually creating a
subjective reality in how you view what happens to you.

Your SUBJECTIVE REALITY, not ACTUAL REALITY, dictates how you
respond to the things that happen to you.



You see the problem….we can live our entire lives influenced by a
faulty cognitive bias.

This cheats you from living the abundant and meaningful life God wants you to
experience!
It is easy to spot cognitive bias in others but very difficult to recognize it in  our
own lives.

In fact, we are shocked when we realize we have cognitive biases…..

This is why it is important to think about what you think about because it is
hard to correct what you cannot define.

You correct your cognitive bias by learning to reframe your thoughts.

Reframing is:

1. Making a decision to change your cognitive biases.

2. Clearly identifying your cognitive biases.

3. Correctly interpreting the circumstances of life that happen to you.

How do you do that?

1. Stay calm.

(When we get emotional...angry, frustrated, tired, embarrassed, stressed...we
tend to slip into our cognitive biases.

Example: Pessimistic Bias/Drive Thru/Hungry and frustrated with
something else/Get your food/Drive off/Look in the bag and there is no
straw/no napkins and you explode over the incompetence of the workers!
You had ONE job!

If you react as normal you will go down the same neural pathway
and get the same result!  Uncontrolled anger making everyone else
uncomfortable in the car.



2. Accurately identify what's really happening.

What exactly and truthfully is happening?
Okay, no straw, no napkin….they just were busy and forgot.

3. Identify your automatic thoughts to that situation.
What do you automatically think about the things that happen to you?  Okay….here is
where I usually get mad and blow up!  Putting myself in a bad mood that I pass on to
others.

Instead of automatically thinking that thought...take it captive and make it
obedient to Christ.  In other words, reframe the thought in a godly and positive
manner.

4. Find accurate evidence to help you do that.

We want to deal in reality, not untruths so search for objective input on which to
base your thoughts.

Example:  They don’t always forget my straw and napkins.  Last week...my order
was perfect and the workers were really pleasant.

Bottom line, you cannot control what happens to you but you can control how
you choose to frame it.

Now...let’s look at a biblical example of reframing.

The greatest of all time when it came to reframing was the Apostle Paul.

Paul was very strategic with his life.

He knew Jesus had called him to share the Gospel of Jesus with all of the world.

Paul’s plan was to get to Rome, the political, cultural, and powerseat of
the world at that time….his goal to share the Gospel of Jesus.

He knew it would spread from there to all of the world.

However, when Paul finally got to Rome, it was not the way he thought it would
be.



He went as a prisoner.

He was locked up in house arrest.

Chained to a rotating group of guards…

Awaiting a possible execution.

Paul’s circumstances were certainly out of his control!

Let’s apply that truth to our lives…..many of our circumstances are almost always out of
our control as well!

We can relate to Paul…we had a goal…

If I can just get this business started…
Obtain this degree…

Get that dream job….etc.
Marry that particular person..

But...the business did not take off...
You struggled getting the degree...

You did not land that dream job…
Your marriage...not so perfect!

Life not turning out how you hoped it would….

Paul was in the same situation!

If he had negative cognitive biases he would have missed his God-given opportunity to
do what Jesus called him to do!

He could have turned bitter…. “I have done all of this for Jesus and look, I am in
chains!”

“This sucks, life is terrible, everyone and everything is against me!  This is not
fair….”



But that is not what he said, instead he said in: Philippians 1:12-14, “And I want you
to know, my dear brothers and sisters, that everything that has happened to me here
has helped to spread the Good News. 13 For everyone here, including the whole palace
guard, knows that I am in chains because of Christ. 14 And because of my
imprisonment, most of the believers here have gained confidence and boldly speak
God’s message without fear.” NLT

Basically, Paul said, “I had a plan...but turns out...God had a better one!”

Turns out the guards were chained to Paul...they had no choice but to listen to
the Gospel of Jesus as he shared it.

The soldiers were connected to others and they began to spread the Good
News about Jesus.

Bottom line…We can’t control what happens to us but we can control how we
frame it!

EXAMPLE: Did you know there is power in reframing the past?

Take a new look at the pain in your past...instead of saying, “Look at all
the damage!” Say, “What lesson did Jesus teach me as I want through
that?”

Instead of it destroying me, Jesus showed up and I became
stronger.

Reframe your present….

Wronged PIVOT > I choose to forgive!

Offended > I choose to release!

Setback > I choose to move ahead…

Sadness > I choose to rejoice…

Temptation > I choose to follow Jesus and not my desires!



Discouraged/Depressed > This is the day the Lord has made….I will rejoice and
be glad in it.

Frame your future

I don’t know what tomorrow holds….but God is already in it!

Ephesians 4:23, “Be made new in the attitude of your minds….YOUR CHOICE!!!


